




UNION, setting a new standard for contemporary brassware engineering, is an 
innovative collection and leap forward in design for the modern bathroom. Presenting 
the finest in Italian brassware artisanry, each component is precision machined, cast, 
polished and perfected to offer an elevated bathing experience. 

In a move to challenge the traditional concept of bathroom fittings, UNION is 
engineered to provide unparalleled functionality and designed to make a statement. 
Only the very best components are used, coupled with stringent quality standards 
resulting in a product that will stand the test of time.

UNION brings you four distinctive finishes available across a complete collection of 
bathroom faucets, valves, shower heads and bath fillers.

P R E C I S I O N  B R A S S WA R E
F O R G E D  I N  I TA LY
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100% 
BR ASS
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CUT TING-ED GE FROM 
START TO FINISH

Smart on the inside, UNION is manufactured using the 
most advanced brassware engineering techniques and 
the latest in cartridge and thermostatic valve technology 
to offer complete water flow control. Behind the scenes 
each product is intuitive, high performing and built to last, 
offering the user a premium level of functionality with each 
and every use.
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DAVE HANCE

“The design of the UNION range 
is inspired by iconic industrial 
forms and renowned Italian 
design flair to produce a simply 
outstanding new standard in 
brassware form and function 
to bring our customers a truly 
premium product.”



UNION is tailored to the individual. Four refined finishes are offered across the 
entire collection, presenting a selection of brassware products that are as beautifully 
coordinated as they are designed. 

For the traditionalist, UNION brings you classic Polished Chrome and Brushed 
Nickel finishes. Those seeking a design statement can opt for on-trend Unlacquered 
Brass and the unique Brushed Black Chrome. Each unique surface is complemented 
with distinctive, knurled detailing, expertly machined as accents on to each individual 
piece.

P R E C I S I O N  E N G I N E E R E D 
F I N I S H E S
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POLISHED CHROME

BRUSHED BL ACK CHROME

UNL AC QUERED BR ASS
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BRUSHED NICKEL



Elegant in form, streamlined for effortless operation, the 
UNION Lever is crafted to appeal to the supporters of 
modern, industrial aesthetic. Knurled detailing to the 
handle provides both tactility and a contemporary design 
edge.

LEVER
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An iconic control, the UNION Wheel is synonymous 
with the industrial era of bathroom brassware design. 
Stunning knurled edging offers a functional grip, 
complemented by the handle’s robust silhouette and 
cutting-edge styling.

WHEEL
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For those with a penchant for bold design, opt for the 
UNION Red Lever. Featuring the range’s exquisite knurled 

surface, this confident pop of color complements all 
brassware finishes in the collection.

RED LEVER
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Transforming everyday bathing into an extraordinary experience, 
UNION takes inspiration from the industrial era and brings it boldly 
into the 21st century. Confident, luxurious and designed to command 
attention in any bathroom, each individual brassware component is 
crafted in the range’s signature, contemporary aesthetic.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN,  REINVENTED
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LEFT: UNION vessel faucet in 
Brushed Black Chrome,

RIGHT: UNION floor standing 
bath filler and handshower in 

Polished Chrome
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LEFT: UNION widespread wall 
basin faucet and floor standing 
bath filler and handshower in 
Brushed Black Chrome
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LEFT: UNION exposed 
thermostatic shower in Brushed 
Nickel
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For more information on the collection please contact us:

E. info@crosswaterlondon.com
T. 1 844 XWATER 1




